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Abstract 
•  Internal structures in oceanic icy worlds constrain thermal and 

compositional evolution [1-4].  
•  Examples.: large-scale diapirs, brine and melt pockets and large 

(>10 km) seamounts. 
 
Europa Clipper study updates have described resolution of 
interfaces using radar [7], but much less regarding internal 
structures with direct ties to prospects for possible life.  
 
We use extensive flyby coverage to assess scale resolution of 
density anomalies in an H2O layer 
 
 Approach: We use publicly available Europa Clipper mission 
study technical data [5] to  
•  Calculate location-dependent resolution of features in the H2O 

layer inferred by gravimetry. 
•  Estimate feature-size detection thresholds from forward models 

Fig. 1:  Examples of structures in Europa’s subsurface that may 
produce gravity anomalies detectable by the Europa Clipper: 
seamounts at the bottom of the liquid ocean; diapirs, brine 
pockets, and melt pockets in the solid ice.   

Fig. 3:  Problem geometry.  The spacecraft orbiting the icy moon feels gravitational 
acceleration perturbations due to density anomalies within the moon.  The Earth  
line-of-sight components of these accelerations translate into Doppler shifts in the 
radio carrier frequency, which are analyed to study the icy moon’s density anomalies.  

Two complementary types of analysis: 
1.) Feature-detection thresholds à forward problem analysis 
2.) What the data actually could uniquely resolve à inverse analysis 

Fig. 2:  Gravimetrically detecting and resolving features depends on 
their size, density, location. 
 
Results from inverse and forward analyses aim to bound the true sizes 
and locations of density anomalies detectable by the prescribed mission. 

Forward analysis: single mass anomalies 
Doppler tracking is sensitive to velocity changes (Δv) ≈ 0.1 mm/s, corresponding to  
anomalies in the gravitational potential (Δφ) of order 10-8 J kg-1, or 10-14 times the  
point-mass potential of Europa.   
 
Seafloor topography:  
Dominates long-wavelength (> 200 km) gravity signature. 
Detectable up to 2000 km away from the surface. 
Signal from the seafloor attenuates through ocean and ice shell. 
àWavelengths shorter than 40 km not detectable even at closest approach. 
 
Ice shell anomalies: 
Dominate shorter wavelength (< 100 km) gravity signature. 
Evident only within 100 km of the surface due to low density contrast,  

  e.g., clean vs dirty ice, melt lens vs. ice diapir. 
Impossible to discriminate between the density and the thickness of the mass anomaly.   
àDistinguishing between similar anomalies requires added constraints  

  e.g., from radar sounding.   
 
 

Fig. 4:  Feature detection thresholds for selected mass anomalies in 
Europa’s subsurface. Dimensionless potential anomaly shown as a function 
of the horizontal and vertical extent for a clean ice diapir (ρci = 925 kg m-3), 
at 10 km depth in dirty ice matrix (ρdi = 1025 kg m-3), observed at an altitude 
of 25 km (a) and 1000 km (b), and for uncompensated seafloor 
topography (ρs = 3420 kg m-3; ρw = 1000 kg m-3) observed at an altitude of 
25 km (c) and 1000 km (d). 

(c) 

Inverse theory analysis using  
proposed Europa Clipper flyby trajectories 
Inversion of a density anomaly field: 20 km thick, laterally varying  
“Possible seamounts layer” at 100 km depth.  
Assume radially symmetric background.   
Use standard linear inverse theory to calculate resolution [e.g. 8, 9].   
Model data: perfect Newtonian forward problem with additive Gaussian 
noise.  
Use publicly available proposed Clipper trajectories [5].   
Density anomaly field parameterized as fine discretization. 
 
Tikonov-regularized linear estimation, with generalized inverse to 
compute inverse solution, solution covariance and resolution matrices:   
•2nd-order finite-difference operator provides smooth solution fit within 
noise.  
•Gives fewest number of features that equally describe the data.   
•Regularization parameter based on noise statistics via L-curve method 
[9]. 
  
Checkerboard inversions used to explore resolution.   
Synthetic model alternates between from background water density to 
seamount density.  
Inversion improves with more orbits, but checkers never resolve at regions 
of less sensitivity (away from closest approach).   
àResolution of the inversion is location-dependent as determined by 
trajectory 

Summary  
Forward analysis addresses feature-detection thresholds. At a given distance, 
what is the scale of features that can be seen by the spacecraft? 
Inverse analysis addresses what measurements can uniquely resolve.   
Away from close flyby areas, resolution is very coarse.   
Further work 
Address noise–integration time of Doppler signal, scale size of density 
anomalies, noise level mutually related.   
Vertical resolution within the H2O layer.   
Planned approach 
Expand continuum model to multiple layers with the same smoothing-
regularization.  Resolution kernels will still describe the non-uniqueness in 
the additional dimension. 
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Resolution matrix quantifies resolution limits for linear inverse problems: 
•can be computed without measured data (or checkerboard data).   
•contains lat/lon-dependent “resolution kernels” of the inversion. 
Resolution is location-dependent; more information is recovered near 
closest approaches. 

Fig. 5: (a) 2D resolution kernel (columns of resolution matrix unwrapped to lat/lon maps) 
(b) Checkerboard tests – synthetic inversions trying to recover the “true”  
Curves show public-release 13F7 trajectory for Europa Clipper 
 
.  

Fig. 5: Impulse responses of the inversion, corresponding to single-tesselation unit-
amplitude spikes at (a) 90°W -10°N (b) 90°W -10°N. 
 


